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Deer
Droppings
Run# 905 – July 7th 2016
Hare: Hard On & Slippery When Wet
Location: Safety City
Prelube : Canadian Brewhouse
On On: Mr Mikes
Scribe: Mustang Sally

Many a harsher arrived for what would prove to be
a dry run the first one in a while apparently,
I was able to arrive topless. The pack was eager to
start we had two virgins Holly and Brent, along with
Pecker Checker is he still a visitor? and of course
the revered Nookie. Our hare then entered the
circle and started to explain trail, he had developed
a new delivery system for the flour but it required
much pulling, tugging, Thrusting and hand changes
to get the markings down. At one point the lovely
Slippery yelled just hit it straight down and it will
work. After what seemed like hours Hard On was
tired but finished with a look of relief.
We then proceeded to follow the arrow that was not
strait but bent and off we went. The runners as
usual left us in the dust. We proceeded on a
picturesque walk through the Mitchner grounds with
only a small incident happening to mar the fresh air.
We walked and talked and found the runners by the
church on highway 11 east. I thought that maybe
they were going to run up to parkland nursery the
way they shot off but no they ambled behind the
church to find the hash hold guarded by Nookie,
and Premmie.
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“Never Let the Truth or Libel Laws
Stand in the Way of a Good Story”

The hares were thanked Hard on will have beard
soup later. Then punishments were handed out.
Rochelle and Brent along with Chips were
punished for discussing the R word. Our reigning
FRB'S plus one were planked for doing what they
do. Cum Honor was punished for having conjugal
interactions with a canine for over an hour and
bragging about it. He was also punished for air
pollution during the walk. Other punishments were
handed out but I can't remember.
The on on was at Mr Mikes.
Another great run I agree with Chips.
Your humble scribe
Mustang Sally
Upcoming Run
Run #906 - July 14th
Hare(s): Hare Required
Location: TBA
Prelube: TBA
On On: TBA
Monthful of Hares
Run #907 - July 21st
Hare(s): Hare required
Location: TBA
Prelube: TBA
On On: TBA

Run #908 - July 28th
After much swill and visiting when I found out many
Hare(s): Wee Little Bladder
things we returned to the start and proceeded to
Location: TBA
circle up. Where do I begin, we welcomed the
Prelube: TBA
virgins in the usual way.
1 On On: TBA

